From: Don Schramm <dschramm@wisc.edu>
Date: Wed, Dec 23, 2015 at 1:42 PM
To: Whom It May Concern
Subject: Recommendation - Kenton H. Johnson, Denver CO
I am pleased to recommend Kenton H. Johnson as an instructor and manager of professional
development programs for engineers and other technical professionals.
For many decades, the University of Wisconsin-Madison, Department of Engineering
Professional Development (EPD), has offered cutting-edge short courses, certificate programs
and licensing credits for today’s working professionals.
In collaboration with EPD from 1981-85, Kenton taught more than twenty "Computers and You"
courses (with additional courses taught for other technical organizations around the country), as
well as other courses such as: "Your Computer Opportunity - Managing It," "Computers and
Building Design," "Integrating and Managing Microcomputers in Architecture and Engineering,"
and "Microcomputer Applications Tutorials.” I was an EPD program director whom he was
working with at that time.
At the many educational and follow-on networking events he was always well prepared, made
excellent presentations, provided comprehensive course notes and worked effectively with his
audience to maximize the experiential learning.
Kenton was adept with technology, teaching our course participants how to improve their use of
computer technology and successfully incorporate computers into their work—many for the first
time.
After successfully teaching several courses, EPD made Kenton an ad-hoc program director to
develop, schedule, create brochures and coordinate the marketing for many of his courses with
us.
We explored having Kenton expand the teaching of “Computers and You” via satellite to several
locations around the country, but in the mid 1980s the economics was not there. However, I’m
confident that Kenton would have been excellent in that new teaching medium.
I can recommend Kenton as a superior teacher, manager and consultant.
Since I am currently out of the country for several months, I will be happy to answer any
questions you have by email.
Sincerely--Don
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